
TECHNICAL GUIDELINES FORWRITING THE PAPERS

All papers should be written in English, which is the official language of the conference. There
may not be more than 2 authors per one paper. Only one paper per author will be accepted. All
papers are subject to review, and only those papers which have been accepted by 2 reviewers will
be published in the Thematic Proceedings, before the Conference.

EACH PAPER SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS:

1. Title (not more than 10 words) must be centered, Times New Roman, Bold and Font Size 14.
2. Information about authors (last name, first name) should be written below the title with

double spacing (key Enter), centered, Times New Roman, Italic, Font Size 12 (in footnote:
title, place of work, address, telephone number and e-mail, fully justified, Times New Roman,
Font Size 10).

3. Abstract title must be centered and double-spaced below the author’s name or authors’
names (key Enter), Times New Roman, Bold and Font Size 12.

4. Text of the abstract: maximum length up to 200 words with one line spacing (key Enter)
from the abstract title, fully justified, Times New Roman, Italic, Font Size 12. Abstract should
include: objectives, methodology, results, implications and originality value.

5. Key words (not more than 8 words) must be provided below the abstract text, with one line
spacing (key Enter), fully justified, Times New Roman, Italic, Font Size 12.

6. Text of the paper must start below the Key words with double spacing in between them (key
Enter), fully justified, Times New Roman, Font Size 12.

7. Literature must be provided below the text of paper separated by single spacing (key Enter),
fully justified, Times New Roman, Font Size 12.

GUIDELINES FOR TEXT FORMATTING:

The text of the paper should be at least16 pages long and should not exceed 20 pages, including
tables, pictures, graphs, literature and other appendices.

The paper has to be written in MS Word for Windows, format B5 (ISO)17.6 x 25 cm or Envelope
B5 17.6 x 25 cm (Page Setup, Paper Size), Times New Roman, fully justified, Font Size 12,
single spacing (Paragraph, Line Spacing), with one line spacing between the paragraphs (key
Enter), without indentation of the first line of paragraph.

All page margins must be set to 2.5 cm (Top, Bottom, Left and Right).

Pages numbering must be centered at the bottom of the page.

Introduction, subtitles, conclusion and literature in the paper must be centered, without
numbering, written in small letters with capitalized first letter, Times New Roman, Bold, Font
Size 12.



There must be single spacing above and below the introduction, subtitle, conclusion and literature
(key Enter)

Table titles and pictures should be marked with Arabic numbers. Title (Italic), Font Size 12, fully
justified. Source with reference (Italic), Font Size 11, fully justified. Pictures, illustrations and
schemes should be submitted in jpg or tiff format, in resolution 300 dpi (minimum!), black and
white (grayscale). If there is any vector graphics included (graphs, schemes or block diagrams, it
should be in ai, eps or cdr format, black and white again. For text inside tables, pictures,
illustrations and schemes, it is suggested to adjust it to the page format and page margins, so they
can be clearly and entirely shown on one page.

REFERENCE LIST

Sources such as: book, article from a journal, or web page must be cited in such detailed manner
that readers can easily identify and consult them, if necessary. Reference list is supplied at the
end of the paper and sources are listed in alphabetical order: (a) by author’s last name or (b)
titles- if author’s identity is unknown.

A. Books, brochures, book chapters, encyclopedia entries, reviews

The main format for books

Author’s last name, First name initial (year of publishing). Title, Publisher, Place of publishing.

Solomon, M. (1996). Consumer Behaviour Buying Having and Bing, Prentice Hall Inc,
Englewood Cliffs, New Yersy.

Without author

Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (Fourth Edition). (1994).
Washington, D.C., American Psychological Association

Without author, with editor’s name only, Ed.

Cattell, R.B. (Ed.). (1966). Handbook of Multivariate Experimental Psychology, Chicago,
Rand McNally & Company.

Book chapter

Author’s last name, First name initial. (Year). Title of the chapter. In: Initial of the first name of
editor. Last name of editor (Ed.), Title of the book (p. first page of the chapter- last page of the
chapter). Place of publishing, Publisher.

Lazić B., Vapa-Tankosić J. and Stojanović B. (2014). Forecasting FDI Inflows in some Balkan
Countries Applying Linear Trend. In B.Angelova, D.J. Alibegović and S. Redžepagić (Eds.)



Contemporary Trends and Prospects of Economic Recovery (pp. 133-151). Nice, France:
CEMAFI International.

B. Journals and other periodicals:

Article from a journal

Author’s last name, first name initial. (Year). Title. Name of the journal, volume, (number), first
page of the article- last page of the article.

Solesa, D., Raisman, M. , Juričić, V. (2014). Web 2.0 as a potential for development of young
people, Technical Gazette, 21(6), 1403-1409.

Proceedings of conferences, symposiums or congresses or excerpts from encyclopedias

Author’s last name, first name initial, year, title of the paper, name of symposium, page numbers,
place of publishing, publisher.

Ćirić, M. (2009). The Investment in Human Capital – the Right Way to Enhance Competitiveness
in Balkan Transition Economies Regional Cooperation and Economic Integration – Challenges
and Opportunities, pp.229-239, Skopje, Macedonia, University „Ss. Cyril and Methodius“-Skopje,
Faculty of Economics.

C. Internet source

If you use an Internet source (Title/Heading of the web-page, date of using the source, website)

National Honey Board (7.9.2013) http://www.honey.com/honey-industry/honey-and-bee-
research/market-research/

QUOTATIONS FROM SOURCES USED IN THE PAPER

Quotations

If a source is quoted word by word, it is necessary to give the author’s name, year of publishing
and page from which the quotation was taken (using “p.”)

The quote is introduced by giving the author’s last name, followed by the year of publishing in
brackets.

According to Solomon (1996), “consumer behavior is...” (p. 201) or
Solomon (1996) believes that “consumer behavior is...” (p. 201).

If the introducing phrase does not mention the author’s name, the author’s last name should be
put at the end of the quotation, followed by the year of publishing and page number in brackets.



Summary or paraphrase

The elasticity of financial management is ….cheaper additional capital (Vunjak, 2008, p. 32)
One author

Babović (2009) compares the structures of approaches...

Two authors
Both last names have to be supplied

In another research (Babović and Lazić, 2008) it is concluded that...

Three to five authors
When mentioned for the first time, all the authors’ names need to be supplied. In repeated
quoting, the last name of the first author is supplied, followed by “et al.”

(Babović, Veselinović, Carić, Đorđević and Ćirić, 2011) state that…

Six or more authors
In the introductory phrase, there has to be the last name of the first author, or in brackets

Carić et al. (2010) claim that...
...is not relevant (Carić et al., 2011)

Please note that the proposed abstracts and full papers that do not adhere to the technical
guidelines will not be accepted for evaluation.


